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Abstract: Cigarette smoke (CS) has been consistently demonstrated to be an environmental risk factor
for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), although the molecular pathogenic mechanisms involved
are yet to be elucidated. Here, we propose different mechanisms by which CS exposure can cause
sporadic ALS pathogenesis. Oxidative stress and neuroinflammation are widely implicated in ALS
pathogenesis, with blood–spinal cord barrier disruption also recognised to be involved in the disease
process. In addition, immunometabolic, epigenetic and microbiome alterations have been implicated
in ALS recently. Identification of the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms that underpin
CS-associated ALS will drive future research to be conducted into new targets for treatment.

Keywords: amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS); motor neuron degeneration; cigarette smoking;
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(BSCB); microbiome

1. Background

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neurodegenerative disease affecting
motor neurons in both the cerebral motor cortex and spinal cord, causing progressive paral-
ysis and premature death typically within 3–5 years from the time of diagnosis. Clinical
presentation varies, more commonly involving spinal-onset disease (~70%) characterised
by limb muscle weakness, or more rarely bulbar-onset disease (~30%) involving disor-
ders of speech [1,2]. The global prevalence of ALS has been estimated to be >220,000,
with future predictions reaching 375,000 by 2040 owing to the aging population. These
projections are likely underestimated due to improvements in healthcare and economic
conditions, particularly among developing nations [3]. Around 90% of all diagnoses are
sporadic ALS (sALS), while genetically linked familial ALS (fALS) is responsible for 5–10%
of cases [4]. Much of our knowledge of ALS pathophysiology has derived from different
cell and animal models carrying gene mutations linked to fALS, such as superoxide dismutase
1 (SOD1), chromosome 9 open reading frame 72 (C9orf72), Fused in Sarcoma (FUS), and TAR
DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43) [5]. Despite numerous hypotheses being proposed re-
garding sALS pathogenesis [6], the exact cause remains uncertain. Available treatments for
ALS have limited efficacy and therapeutic methods are largely restricted to symptomatic
and palliative care [7]. Riluzole, an anti-glutamatergic agent, is a Therapeutic Goods
Administration (TGA) approved drug for ALS in Australia that extends median survival
by 2–3 months due to delaying respiratory dysfunction [8,9]. Recently, the antioxidant
edaravone was approved for the treatment of ALS in the United States (US), although
phase III studies revealed limited efficacy in the wider ALS population [10]. It is now
well-recognized that ALS is a multifactorial disease, involving a complex interplay between
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genetic and environmental factors. Indeed, the actual disease process starts long before
clinical symptoms manifest.

2. Cigarette Smoke and ALS

Current evidence of genetic and environmental risk factors associated with the on-
set of sALS is limited to observation and populational studies. Among many proposed
risk factors for ALS, it has been suggested that cigarette smoking may be considered an
established risk factor [11] despite conflicting epidemiological evidence. While several
population-based and cohort studies report smokers having an increased risk of ALS,
greater ALS-related mortality and disease severity [12–15], others found weak or no associ-
ation between smoking and ALS risk (Table 1) [16,17]. These inconsistent results may be
explained in part by general limitations of observational epidemiological studies [11] as
well as small sample sizes and survival, recall and selection bias. In particular, recall bias
becomes significantly problematic when smoking history is quantified using “pack years”,
and further inconsistencies arise when considering different cigarettes contain varying
concentrations of toxicants and their delivery is not consistent across all products [18–20].
Recently, a large case–control study as part of the Euro-MOTOR project concluded that
smokers’ pack year history was positively associated with increased sALS risk [21]. An
investigation of monozygotic twins with the C9orf72 mutation, a gene strongly associated
with both familial and sALS [22], revealed that despite having similar environmental
exposures, the ALS affected twin had a 10 year smoking history and a prior instance of
head trauma, while the other twin remained asymptomatic [23].

Table 1. Epidemiological evidence regarding the association between cigarette smoking and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS).

Source Study Design Participants with ALS
included in Patient Population Findings

Weisskopf et al., 2004 [24] Prospective cohort study 330

Current smokers had an increased
risk of ALS and ALS-related death

in females but not males, no
increased risk associated with pack
years or cigarettes smokes per day.

Fang et al., 2006 [16] Prospective cohort study 160 No strong evidence was found
between smokers and ALS risk.

Sutedja et al., 2007 [25] Case–control study 364
Current smokers had an increased

risk of ALS when compared to
non-smokers.

Gallo et al., 2009 [12] Prospective cohort study 118

Pack years associated with
increased risk of ALS, current

smokers had greater risk of
ALS-related mortality, number of

years since quitting associated with
decreased ALS risk.

Alonso et al., 2010 [26] Population-based
case–control study 1143

Female ever smokers a were
associated with an increased risk of

ALS but not men, smoking is a
predictor in female ALS-related

mortality not men.

Wang et al., 2011 [13] Pooled analysis of 5
prospective cohorts 832

Ever smokers had an increased risk
of developing ALS when compared
to never smokers, mean number of

daily cigarettes smoked and
smoking duration were positively
associated with ALS, younger age
of smoking initiation associated

with higher risk of ALS.
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Table 1. Cont.

Source Study Design Participants with ALS
included in Patient Population Findings

de Jong et al., 2012 [27] Population-based
case–control study 494

Current smokers had an increased
risk of ALS and a worse prognosis

following ALS diagnosis with a
shorter survival.

Pamphlett et al., 2012 [17] Case–control study 631

Smoking status, pack years and age
when smoking began were not

associated with an increased risk
of ALS.

Calvo et al., 2016 [14] Population-based cohort
study 650

Patients who were currently
smoking had a younger age of ALS
onset, current and former smokers
had a significantly shorter median

survival compared to never
smokers, smoking status

significantly correlated with mean
monthly decline in ALS

disease severity.

Zhan et al., 2019 [15] Mendelian randomisation
population-based study 12,577

Ever smokers had a higher risk for
ALS when compared to

never smokers.

Peters et al., 2020 [21] Population-based
case–control study 1410

Smoking pack years positively
associated with ALS risk when

compared to never smokers,
increased risk associated strongly

with smoking duration rather than
smoking intensity, inverse

relationship observed between ALS
risk and time-since-quitting smoking.

Opie-Martin et al.,
2020 [28]

Retrospective case–control
study 202 Weak association between current

smoking and risk of ALS.

Opie-Martin et al.,
2020 [29]

Mendelian randomisation
population-based study 20,806

No strong evidence was found
between ever smokers and

ALS risk.
a Ever smokers defined as both former and current cigarette smokers.

The negative influence of cigarette smoke (CS) on health is well-established [30]. Sev-
eral studies have revealed the association of CS and fine particulate air pollution with
neurodegenerative disorders including Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, Parkinson’s and
multiple sclerosis [31–33]. Indeed, this is supported by a recent study demonstrating CS
to cause greater biomarker expression of oxidation, neurodegeneration and neuroinflam-
mation in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [34]. CS contains >100,000 toxic compounds that may
be inhaled directly (active smoking) or indirectly (passive smoking) [35]. Environmental
case–control studies reveal that exposure to hazardous air pollutants, many of which are
present in CS [36], increases the risk of sALS [37,38]. Analysis of CS contents demonstrates
significant concentrations of heavy metals [39], which are associated with greater sALS
risk [40]. Indeed, formaldehyde, another hazardous compound found in CS, has also
been proposed to be associated with sALS in a dose–response relationship [12]. While the
exact nature of the relationship between CS and ALS is unknown, many factors, including
oxidative stress and neuroinflammation, have been suggested as putative risk factors [41].
Recent reports also suggest several new mechanisms that might be in play. Here, we
describe different possible mechanisms (direct and indirect pathways) by which CS can
affect ALS onset and progression.
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3. CS-Induced ALS Pathogenesis: Direct Pathways
3.1. Oxidative Stress

Toxic compounds in CS have been shown to cause tissue damage through hypoxia and
oxidative stress in the lungs [42], and other distal tissues [43,44]. It is likely that continuous
CS exposure has similar effects on motor neurons and surrounding cells in the spinal cord,
contributing to ALS pathogenesis. CS-mediated oxidative stress can also aggravate the
onset and progression of symptoms in sALS by augmenting neurodegeneration. Reac-
tive oxygen species (ROS) generated in response to CS has been shown to induce free
radical damage in the form of lipid peroxidation of membrane unsaturated lipids, DNA
strand breakage, protein oxidation, mitochondrial depolarisation, RNA oxidation and cell
apoptosis, which are also some of the well-established markers of ALS [45–47].

Currently, oxidative stress is one of the most widely accepted hypotheses for ALS
pathogenesis. Oxidative stress occurs when there is an imbalance between ROS production
and elimination via protective anti-oxidant factors [48]. The proposed role of oxidative
stress in ALS pathogenesis involves direct damage to motor neurons as well as the sur-
rounding microenvironment [49]. Additional mechanisms of oxidative stress-induced neu-
rodegeneration include the promotion of mitochondrial dysfunction, protein aggregation,
and endoplasmic reticulum stress responses [50]. Indeed, as oxidative stress contributes to
abnormal RNA processing, transcriptional dysregulation, impaired axonal transport and
protein misfolding, it has been proposed as a central mechanism in proteostasis disruption
observed in ALS [51]. Growing evidence suggests the causes of proteome dyshomeostasis
involving imbalances in protein production and degradation may be the unifying mech-
anism in ALS pathogenesis [52]. Notably, Ash and colleagues [53] demonstrate that aryl
hydrocarbon receptor transcription factor agonists, including several toxicant by-products
of CS, increase levels of TAR DNA Binding Protein-43 (TP43). TDP-43 is a consistent feature
in sALS cases and plays a key role in the pathological progression of ALS, including driving
neurodegeneration [54].

Analyses conducted on sALS patients repeatedly demonstrate oxidative stress biomark-
ers present in CSF, urine and plasma [55]. Durazzo and colleagues [32] reveal greater
biomarker expression of free radical-induced oxidative stress in smokers’ CSF samples
compared to non-smokers. Additional studies on ALS also demonstrate alterations in mark-
ers of oxidative stress, such as glutathione and nuclear factor E2-related factor-2 [56–58].
Furthermore, post-mortem results in both sALS and fALS patients reveal DNA, lipid and
protein damage secondary to oxidative stress [59–63]. Together, this evidence reinforces
the likelihood that CS-mediated oxidative stress is a key driver of ALS pathogenesis.

3.2. Neuroinflammation

CS-induced oxidative stress can lead to inflammation in neurons and surrounding cells,
which is another mediator of ALS pathogenesis. Neuroinflammation generates additional
ROS which can further promote oxidative stress. Thus, smokers experience an increased
and continual free radical load from both CS and subsequent inflammatory responses.
Prolonged exposure to CS causes a combination of proinflammatory and immunosup-
pressive processes which impair humoral and cell-mediated immune responses [64]. It is
likely that repeated CS exposure promotes a neuroinflammatory environment, facilitating
ALS neurodegeneration. While this mechanism may involve the direct invasion of pro-
inflammatory cells into the spinal cord, other intrinsic neuroinflammatory inducers such
as activated glial cells may be contributing.

Neuroinflammation is characterised by microglial and astrocyte activation along
with inflammatory cytokine overproduction [65,66]. Evidence of activated microglia and
lymphocytic infiltrates within spinal cords of ALS patients suggests neuroinflammation
occurs alongside motor neuron degeneration [67]. Analysis of CSF from ALS patients
supports these results, revealing greater inflammatory mediators such as Interleukin
(IL)-8 and eotaxin, responsible for inducing neutrophil and eosinophil chemotaxis and
activation, respectively [68]. Analysis of astrocytes reveals that motor neuron damaging
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inflammatory mediators are secreted in both familial and sporadic ALS patients [69,70].
Further studies on ALS patients demonstrate a systemic pro-inflammatory state and an
impaired antioxidant system, with increased levels of proinflammatory cytokines such as
IL-6 and IL-8 [71]. Similarly, multiple human, animal and in vitro studies have concluded
that CS exposure increases systemic markers of inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6, 8 and
1β along with tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) [72,73]. Together, these results strongly
implicate CS-induced neuroinflammation in the pathogenesis of ALS.

3.3. Immunometabolism

Microglia are resident macrophage-like cells in the central nervous system (CNS) that
act as immune sentinels and maintain CNS homeostasis [74]. They are very sensitive to
physiological changes in the local environment and can become “activated” in response to
an insult, during which their number, morphology and activity change, with the release of
more inflammatory cytokines and chemokines. Evidence of activated microglia has been
reported in the motor cortex and spinal cord of sALS patients [75–77]. Studies in sALS
animal models have provided valuable insights into the involvement of microglia in ALS;
however, their dual role in ALS has emerged. Although reactive microglia are thought
to have neurotoxic effects, a recent report indicates that they might play a protective role
in ALS [78]. It is possible that microglia play a protective role early in the disease and
transition to a toxic state upon repeated insults from environmental factors, such as CS
exposure. Indeed, carcinogens from CS have been shown to induce microglia activation
and neuronal damage [79].

Microglia activation is associated with metabolic reprogramming, where the microglia
switch from mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation to glycolysis when activated [80].
Several pro-inflammatory factors and oxidative stress have been implicated in this phe-
nomenon. CS exposure likely induces such immunometabolic changes in microglia during
activation, via direct oxidative stress in these cells as well as by promoting a neuroin-
flammatory environment involving surrounding cells. At a systemic level, CS exposure
has been linked to various metabolic syndromes, such as insulin resistance and abnormal
lipoprotein metabolism [81]. At cellular level, CS is known to induce the dysregulation
of several metabolic pathways [82]. Thus, CS exposure can not only cause microglia acti-
vation but likely keep them locked in an activated state, which can further enhance ALS
disease progression.

3.4. Epigenetic Alterations

Recent reports indicate aberrant epigenetic modifications as another possible cause of
ALS [83]. Epigenetics refers to heritable changes in gene expression without modification
to the genome sequence. The three main epigenetic mechanisms include DNA methylation,
microRNAs (miRNAs) and histone post-translational modifications [84]. In post-mortem
sALS spinal cords, global alternations in DNA methylation and hydroxymethylation were
observed [85]. Here, key genes that were either upregulated or downregulated were highly
associated with immune and inflammatory responses. Similarly, the dysregulation of
miRNAs was observed in ALS patients, with concomitant dysregulation of mRNA targets
that were previously implicated in ALS pathogenesis [86]. Furthermore, several histone
modifications are associated with ALS [87]. Collectively, these studies indicate various
possible roles of epigenetic changes in ALS pathogenesis.

CS accelerates epigenetic age and decreases life expectancy via DNA methylation
changes that influence gene regulation and genome stability [88,89]. It is notable that, like
many neurodegenerative diseases, aging is a major risk factor for ALS [90]. CS is also
associated with unique miRNA signatures that cause systemic inflammation and immune
cell activation [91]. Such inflammation is mediated by CS through histone modifications as
well [92]. Given the strong links between CS and epigenetic modifications, it is likely that
CS exposure causes ALS via the induction of pathologic epigenetic alterations in neuronal
and surrounding cells.
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4. CS-Induced ALS Pathogenesis: Indirect Pathways
4.1. Blood–Spinal Cord Barrier Dysfunction

The blood–spinal cord barrier (BSCB) maintains CNS homeostasis, providing a regu-
lated microenvironment for cellular components of the spinal cord, and is often considered
as a functional equivalent to the blood–brain barrier (BBB). Both the BSCB and BBB consist
of neurovascular functional units, involving microvascular non-fenestrated endothelial
cells (ECs) joined by cell-to-cell tight junction (TJ) proteins [93]. The BSCB is more perme-
able than the BBB, likely due to reduced expression of TJ proteins, exposing the spinal cord
to greater amounts of potentially neurotoxic stimuli compared to the brain [94,95].

Over the last decade, there has been an accumulation of evidence demonstrating the
BSCB to be involved in ALS aetiology and progression. Spinal cords of Sod1 transgenic
mice reveal greater BSCB permeability of harmful blood-borne substances, microhaemor-
rhages, reduced expression of TJ proteins and basement membrane components along with
decreased spinal cord blood flow and capillary length [96–100]. Importantly, many of these
observed changes precede motor neuron degeneration and neuroinflammation, implicat-
ing BSCB impairment as the primary cause for subsequent neuronal damage. Additional
analyses conducted on human post-mortem sALS and fALS spinal cord tissues support
these results and also reveal severe intra/extra-cellular oedema, degenerated pericytes and
astrocytic end-feet from ECs along with reduced TJ protein mRNA expression [101–103].
Notably, spontaneous and/or accelerated BSCB breakdown in Sod1 mice directly con-
tributes to early motor neuron injury, while removing BSCB-derived sources of neuronal
injury and/or restoring BSCB integrity delays motor neuron degeneration onset [99].

CS has been demonstrated to impair BBB viability and function over time through
inflammatory and oxidative processes [104–106]. Hence, given the physiological similari-
ties between the BSCB and BBB, it can be postulated that the oxidative and inflammatory
processes involved in barrier disruption may not be BBB-specific, and a similar pathological
process of degeneration may be taking place in the BSCB. Even though little is currently
known regarding the cause of BSCB dysfunction, oxidative stress has been suggested as a
likely mechanism contributing to the pathophysiological cascade of BSCB impairment [107].
Thus, it is likely that CS induces oxidative stress and inflammatory processes that damage
BSCB components, initiating primary BSCB disruption. This mechanism may involve the
promotion of EC inflammation, modulation of EC activity and their interactions, reductions
in TJ protein expression, basal lamina disruption and impaired astrocyte/pericyte-EC
communication (Figure 1).

4.2. Cell Influx

BSCB disruption after CS exposure likely increases spinal cord permeability to circulat-
ing cells such as erythrocytes and pro-inflammatory innate/adaptive immune cells, includ-
ing mast cells, macrophages, neutrophils and T lymphocytes, producing a neurotoxic CNS
environment. These cells are further activated by CS, increasing their pro-inflammatory
behaviour [108,109]. When progressive BSCB disruption begins, erythrocytes, given their
small cell diameter of 8 µm [110], may begin the process of cellular infiltration into the
spinal cord. Following extravasation and lysis, haemoglobin-derived heme degradation re-
sults in local increases in bilirubin, carbon monoxide and iron [111]. Haemoglobin-derived
iron has a direct toxic effect on motor neurons via iron-dependant oxidative pathways [112]
and has been continually implicated in the ALS disease process [97,99,111,113]. In states
of neuroinflammation, immune cells such as iron-containing macrophages also migrate
into the CNS and release iron, contributing to this free radical-mediated oxidative damage
pathway, and may further facilitate neurotoxicity [113].
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Figure 1. Proposed mechanism of direct blood–spinal cord barrier (BSCB) disruption caused by cigarette smoking. (A) 
Normal BSCB components including endothelial cells, tight junction proteins, pericytes and astrocytic end feet processes. 
(B) Cigarette smoke induced BSCB damage through oxidative and inflammatory processes. Leukocytes such as mast cells, 
macrophages and neutrophils release inflammatory cytokines and subsequently reactive oxygen species (ROS) leading to 
an impairment and reduced expression of tight junction proteins. This facilitates further damage to BSCB components 
including disrupted astrocyte/pericyte-endothelial communication, modulated endothelial cell activity and endothelial 
basement membrane disruptions. Here, a neurotoxic environment surrounding the BSCB is established and maintained 
by the constant influx of inflammatory cytokines and ROS from leukocytes, resulting in further BSCB damage. 
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also stimulates astrocyte production of chemokines, which promote extravasation of leu-
kocytes into the CNS [114]. Pro-inflammatory cells generate neuroinflammatory cytokines 
and subsequent ROS that increase motor neuron oxidative stress, exacerbating neuro-
degenerative mechanisms in ALS. Here, a degenerative cascade of oxidative damage 
probably ensues, whereby greater ROS production within the neuron then crosses the cell 
membrane to activate surrounding microglia, which, in turn, release more cytokines and 
ROS [50]. These greater levels of inflammatory cytokines produced by microglia and pro-

Figure 1. Proposed mechanism of direct blood–spinal cord barrier (BSCB) disruption caused by cigarette smoking. (A)
Normal BSCB components including endothelial cells, tight junction proteins, pericytes and astrocytic end feet processes.
(B) Cigarette smoke induced BSCB damage through oxidative and inflammatory processes. Leukocytes such as mast cells,
macrophages and neutrophils release inflammatory cytokines and subsequently reactive oxygen species (ROS) leading
to an impairment and reduced expression of tight junction proteins. This facilitates further damage to BSCB components
including disrupted astrocyte/pericyte-endothelial communication, modulated endothelial cell activity and endothelial
basement membrane disruptions. Here, a neurotoxic environment surrounding the BSCB is established and maintained by
the constant influx of inflammatory cytokines and ROS from leukocytes, resulting in further BSCB damage.

Additionally, leukocyte-mediated release of pro-inflammatory cytokines at the BSCB
also stimulates astrocyte production of chemokines, which promote extravasation of leuko-
cytes into the CNS [114]. Pro-inflammatory cells generate neuroinflammatory cytokines
and subsequent ROS that increase motor neuron oxidative stress, exacerbating neurodegen-
erative mechanisms in ALS. Here, a degenerative cascade of oxidative damage probably en-
sues, whereby greater ROS production within the neuron then crosses the cell membrane to
activate surrounding microglia, which, in turn, release more cytokines and ROS [50]. These
greater levels of inflammatory cytokines produced by microglia and pro-inflammatory cells
further enhance the neuroinflammatory processes of motor neuron degeneration. Given
the susceptibility of the CNS to oxidative stress, high rate of oxygen consumption and
relatively low concentration of antioxidants [55], we posit that homeostatic pro-oxidative
and anti-oxidative mechanisms are shifted to promote a pro-oxidative neuroenvironment.
Furthermore, these oxidative and neuroinflammatory processes associated with the neu-
rotoxic environment may extend back to the BSCB, leading to secondary BSCB damage.
This facilitates further permeability leading to greater immune-cell migration, aiding the
development and maintenance of a neurotoxic environment (Figure 2).

CS exposure increases both the recruitment and degranulation of mast cells in different
tissues, including lungs and skin [108,115]. Similarly, CS can activate resident mast cells
near the BSCB, which along with activated mast cells from other tissues can migrate into
the spinal cord following BSCB disruption and cause neurodegeneration. In fact, mast cells
have been implicated in both neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration through their
ability to release inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-6), histamine and proteases [66]. These
cytokines, along with the release of chemoattractants, result in the recruitment of other
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leukocytes such as neutrophils, further exacerbating the inflammatory environment. The
release of cytokines and proteases from mast cells can degrade TJ proteins and extracellular
matrix components to facilitate greater BSCB permeability. This is supported by the analysis
of ALS patients, which revealed the presence of mast cells expressing IL-17 in spinal cord
tissue [116] along with elevated serum and CSF levels of the proinflammatory cytokine
IL-15, an NK cell chemoattractant [117]. Finally, CS can cause metabolic reprogramming
in these cells, as described before in regard to microglia, and render them into a more
pro-inflammatory state.
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to BSCB components by cigarette smoke (CS) exposure increases the permeability to pro-inflammatory immune cells
such as mast cells, macrophages and neutrophils along with red blood cells that give rise to iron-containing haemoglobin.
This leads to the generation of ROS and neuroinflammatory cytokines that increase motor neuron oxidative stress and
exacerbate other neurodegenerative mechanisms in ALS. These include protein aggregation, alterations in axonal transport,
endoplasmic reticulum stress responses and mitochondrial dysfunction. These pro-inflammatory cytokines and ROS also
activate surrounding microglia which, in turn, release cytokines and ROS, further contributing to neurodegeneration. The
inflammatory cytokines produced by microglia and pro-inflammatory cells further increase neuroinflammatory processes
of motor neuron degeneration. Additionally, secondary BSCB dysfunction may occur concurrently with primary BSCB
dysfunction. Here, oxidative and neuroinflammatory processes associated with the neurotoxic environment may extend
back to the BSCB, facilitating secondary damage. This augments permeability and increases immune-cell migration, aiding
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4.3. Microbiome

The gut microbiota represents a key interface between the environment and the im-
mune system, being a major site of toxin and intrinsic antigen production. Given its ability
to influence myelination, the BBB, synaptic plasticity and neuronal transmission, gut mi-
crobiome imbalance (dysbiosis) clearly exerts a pathogenic influence on the CNS [118–120].
Recently, the gut microbiome has been implicated in the pathogenesis of multiple neu-
rological disorders, including ALS [121–124]. Analysis of Sod1 transgenic mice reveals
altered gut microbiota composition, along with exacerbations in motor abnormalities and
significant reductions in motor neuron cell counts following microbiome depletion using
broad-spectrum antibiotics [121]. Studies of ALS patients demonstrate gut microbiome
variations, especially during the disease course, as well as an imbalance in potentially
protective and neurotoxic/proinflammatory microbial groups [122,125]. Furthermore, a
population-based case–control study of 2484 ALS patients revealed an association between
antibiotic use, particularly repeated use, and increased ALS risk [126].

Active and passive smoking are known to impair immune system functioning through a
range of immunosuppressive mechanisms and have been continually demonstrated to influ-
ence the microbiome. These oral, lung and gut microbiome modifications are associated with
various diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma, ulcerative
colitis and even cancers [127–130]. In particular, even after smoking cessation, many changes
initiating gut dysbiosis persist for prolonged periods of time [129]. While multiple theories
exist regarding smoking’s impact on the microbiome, including immunosuppression and
oxygen deprivation, the exact mechanisms involved are yet to be established. Importantly,
the gut microbiome has been reported to play an important role in BBB permeability, serving
as a mechanism that facilitates the direct and indirect transmission of microbial signals from
the gut to the CNS [119,131]. Thus, it is possible that CS-induced microbiome modifications
may play a key role in shifting the balance between protective and pathogenic immune
responses that are responsible for BSCB disruption. This mechanism may involve gut micro-
biota modifications promoting pro-inflammatory immune cell–BSCB interactions, leading to
the development of a neurotoxic environment associated with ALS pathogenesis.

5. Conclusions

CS is one of the major risk factors associated with sALS; however, the exact aetiology
remains elusive. While CS may not be the only cause for ALS pathogenesis, it may aggravate
or effectuate other predisposing factors such as genetic susceptibility or unknown environ-
mental factors. Here, we propose several key mechanisms by which CS may contribute to
ALS pathogenesis and pathophysiological progression. Neurodegeneration in ALS can be
facilitated by CS via direct or indirect pathways. These pathways are likely not mutually ex-
clusive and may indeed involve a complex interplay between one another. Direct mechanisms
involve oxidative stress, neuroinflammation, immunometabolic changes and epigenetic alter-
ations caused by toxic by-products in CS. Indirect mechanisms involve primary/secondary
disruption of the BSCB due to CS and altered microbiomes, which may, in turn, promote
immune cell influx and their activation. Both these proposed pathways create a pro-oxidative
and pro-inflammatory CNS environment that enhances the pathological progression of ALS.
Indeed, it is highly likely that exposures to air pollution, e-cigarettes and bushfire smoke may
also contribute to ALS pathogenesis via similar pathways [38,132].

The pathophysiology of ALS has been extensively studied in animals that carry genetic
mutations linked to fALS [133]. Since the aetiology of sALS is not yet defined, much of the
human analyses have been performed in post-mortem ALS patients. Given the established
link between CS and ALS, we propose using animal models of CS exposure to investigate
whether ALS symptoms appear in these animals. Several mouse models of CS exposure
have recently been reported [108,134]. Although these models have been primarily used to
assess lung function, it will be valuable to analyse their spinal cord as well. We should also
take into account the age of the animals as it plays an important role in ALS onset. Thus,
comparisons regarding the effects of CS in mice at different ages should be performed.
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Finally, it will be interesting to test if CS exposure in fALS mouse models (SOD1-G93A,
TDP43, FUS, C9orf72) accelerates disease onset and progression and aggravates symptoms.
Establishing these new models of environmental risk factor-mediated ALS will certainly
augment and improve our knowledge of the disease process.

From a therapeutic perspective, antioxidant and anti-inflammatory treatments are
continually being explored to mitigate the oxidative and neuroinflammatory degenerative
effects present in ALS. However, there is insufficient evidence of the efficacy of these
treatments in ALS patients [135]. Therefore, new targets and strategies need to be explored
to develop more effective ALS therapies. One such evolving target is immune cells. Notably,
Masitinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor modulating neuroinflammatory processes of multiple
immune cells, slows the progression of ALS in combination with riluzole [136]. Considering
our proposed hypotheses, new therapeutic strategies may arise in relation to (a) targeting
metabolic pathways in immune cells to inhibit activation/inflammation, (b) epigenetic
therapy, (c) maintaining BSCB integrity such as limiting mast cell-mediated disruption of
the BSCB, and (d) altering the microbiome using antibiotics, probiotics or faecal matter
transplantation. We suggest that future studies for sALS treatment should be conducted
using CS-exposed animal models. Future studies should also examine the relationship
between bushfire exposure, air pollution and vaping with ALS risk and uncover underlying
pathophysiological relationships.
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